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UNTiL KEXT FALL

is warn

(By Ppeeinl Leased Wire to Sew Mexican)
Washington, O. C, July 13. It was
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WilSON IS VISITED

to mm peace

m

J

WITH TURKEY

BY BIG MEN OF

I1

j

iiwfi Wire to New Mexican)
(By Special
Paris, July ::. The Italian government recently informed tile powers in
aii unofficial way that it was ready and
anxious lo bring me Turco-ltuliawar

practically determined today that the
Archbald impeachment case will not
be tried by the Sante this summer.
ENGLAND AND FRANCE SEND NOTES This indicates an earlier adjournment
a
ofCongress th.n seemed possible
CALLING ATTENTION TO INTERNAfew days ago.
The delay is said to
GN SUBJECT
OF lie in accordance with the wishes of
TIONAL LAW
Judge Archbald.

to an end, according to information
from an authoritative source.
The
Italian government expi esses Itself as
to
willing to pay a henry indemnity
the Turkish government for the transfer of its sovereignty rights in Tripoli
lo Italy and the Turkish islands in the
Aegeean sea already occupied by Italy.

NEUTRALITY

ALLEN CASE RESULTS
IN A HUNG JURY.

PORTUGAL IS STILL

DEMOCRACY
C.HAM?

CLARK

IS

HEARTY HAND
DATE

WITH

RECEIVED

CUSP

BY CANDI-

CRANE IS AMONG THE SEA

GIRT VISITORS

IMPORTANT WORK

of Judge and Attorney
Murderer
Must Again Stand Trial With New
Panel. Venire Ordered at Once.

FACING A CRISIS

By Special Leased Wire t.j,

(By Special Leased V.'lre lo New
Lisbon, Portugal, July 1:!. According to the Portuguese newspaper Paiz,
Spain, has received a collective note
from England and France pointing
out the principle of international law
which obliges Spain to respect the re
public of the Portuguese and to enforce neutrality on the frontier.
Senor Augusto Vasconcellos the Portuguese premier, had an interview today with Sir Arthur Henry Harding,
British minister to Portugal in the
course of which he protested against
Portuguese
Spain permitting armed
royalists to encamp on Spanish terri-

;ew

Mexican)

Wytheville, Va., July in. The jury
in the case of Claude Allen, one of
the members of the Allen gang charged with the assissination of court officers at Hillsville, Va., today reported that an agreement was impossible. MEMBER FROM ILLINOIS ELECTED THROUGH
FRAUD BY A EOUGHT-U- P
The jury was discharged and another
venire was ordered summoned for a
OF
THE FULL BENEFITS
POLITICAL CORRUPTION WHEN
new trial. The case went to the
m.
jury at 5:30 p.
yesterday.
LENGTHY PLEA HE MADE M OWN
DISHONORED, DESPITE
j

ROOSEVELT UNA3LE TO
ATTEND NEW CONVENTION

LEGISLATURE REAPS
HE

IS

BEHALF-CO-

TURNED

AND

LLUI

TILLMAN STOOD BY HIM TO LAST, DESPITE BELIEF THEY WERE AGAINST

OUT

M.

Invited to Speak at
Michigan Progressive Meeting But
Can Not Go.
tory.
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mxtcan
The roll was then called on the restBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) a tor Perry of Mississippi, in which he
Wholesale arrests of royalist con- ' Oyster Bay, x. Y., July 13. Colonel
declared a Conspiracy to attempt
olution.
Washington. D. C1., July l:!.
at
Bellas
spirators ihave been effected
fasten evidence of corrupt practices
Roosevelt said today thai he would be
By a vote of 55 to 2S the United
Those who voled to oust Lorimer
in the province of Estremadura, about unable to attend the
States Senate today unseated
upon the election of Perry had been were: Ashurst, Bacon, Borah, Bourne,
organization of
11 miles to the northwest of Lisbon, the new .National
William Lorimer, the junior Sen- thwarted only by a fortunate discov- Briggs, Bristow, Brown, Bryan, .BurProgressive party in
where the rebels had cut the tele- the state of Michigan, "under the
ator from Illinois, and declared
ery of facts. Reports that Senator
ton, Chamberlain, Clapp, Clark
of
graph wires and had planned to seize oaks" at Jackson on July 20. He had N his title to his
invalid.
Senator Kern or Senator Arkansas,
Craw lord, Culloni,
Cumof
the batteries of the fortress
Qualuz. been invited to "sound the keynote"
The end of the long fight to V Kenyon might reply to Lorimer 's mins.
Curtis, Dixon, Fll, Gardner,
The plot failed owing to the republi- of the Progressive campaign at the
oust the Senator came after six V speech were followed by the state-- j Core. Gronna,
Hitchcock,
Johnson,
can troops bavins discovered a store birth of tihe new
in
tihat
of
debate
Texas
Senator Eailey
leent
days of protracted
party in Michigan.
Kenyon. Kern, LaKollelte, Lea, Lodge.
of guns and dynamite and a quantity
which Senator Lorimer himself
would in such an event make a clos- - Marl
in, Martiue, Myers, Nelson,
of women's divided skirts with which
had occupied the floor for three Ving speech in Lorimer's behalf.
O'Gorman, Overman,
Page,
conspirators had intended to disguise
sessions, making an impassioned
Bailey's speech in defense of Lori- Poindexter,
Pomercne, Rayner, Reed,
themselves:
was
mer
last
the
sensational.
trial
defense of his election.
at
V
Shiveley,
Furtiier disorders are reported from
Simmons,
The final vote was on the reeo- - V It had been generally understood that P.oot, Sanders.
Town-send- ,
Stone, Sutherland, Swanson,
the town of Casimbra, about 1S miles
would not speak this time.
N lution offered by Luke Lea, Sena- jhe
iT
Watson, Williams, Works, Carl;
south of Lisbon, on the Atlantic
tor from Tennessee, declaring
Senator Lorimer finished his speech
coast, where royalist sympathisers atthe Lorimer election by the llli- shortly after 1::10 p. m., and Senator Smith, Arizona; Smith, Georgia. Smith
tacked the Democratic club. P.oyalist
nois legislature in 1909 invalid. N; Dixon took the I'.oor to read some afti-- Michigan, Smith, South Carolina.
Those who voted against the Lea
hands also are reported to be showing
N
The adoption of the Lea resoludavits regarding .Lorimer's charge of
activity at various points along the ARRANGEMENTS ARE FAST BEING
tion, carried with it the Senate's V attempted bribery at the Chicago con-- j resolution and in favor of Lorimer
frontier. In one pneounter, six royalwere:
vent ion.
verdict that "corrupt methods
MADE FOR CONVENTION OF ffifl
ists were killed by the republican
,
Bailey, Bradley, Brandegee,
It was indicated that a vote would
and practices were employed in
troops.
Catron. Clark of Wyoming,
ARE BEING
the election of William Lorimer." S be taken soon. Senator Tillman an- Great mobs of people on learning
nounced that he would vote in support. Crane, Dillingham, Fletcher, Foster.
that several royalist conspirators had
NOTIFIED.
of Lorimer.
He had been counted on Cnllinger, Gamble. Guggenheim. Johnbeen arrested at Bellas and were bein the other side.
son, Jones, Tipplt, McCumber. Oliver,
There was a well defined beli
to
Lisbon invaded the
ing conveyed
Painter. Penro.se, Perkins,
reconvened
Richardwhen
it
Senate
the
today
WAS
DRAMATIC,
SCENE
Wire
Now
to
Leased
Mexican)
railroad station this afternoon bent on 'By Special
son. Smith, Maryland
Senator Smoot,
case
thati
Lorimer
to
to
the
continue
Chicago. III., July 13.- Whether
lynching the rebels. The police alterThp olosinK moments of the trial Stephenson, Bornton.
Tillman,
forces were working VYP,.p intensely dramatic.
ed the route of the prisoners and thus the convention of the third party that the
Lorimer,
avoided violence.
is to meet, in Chicago August, fifth to delay further the final vote in the holding the floor, making a last
Senators paired in favor of the resoThe police are exercising the strict- will be held in the auditorium theaseveral wavering fense of his election, declaring he did lution were:
of changing
Chilton, Culberson. Davis
est surveillance of the residences of ter or in the Coliseum, will be de- votes to the support of Mr. Lorimer. rot appeal for the votes of any Senaand Owen.
persons prominent in society who are cided early next week after the views
forces practically tor) B u asked for Justice
The
Senators paired against it were:
of the eastern memUeis of the com- conceded that liis speech of yesterday
the vote
suspected of monarchist inclinatior.?.
sPUiUor Lorimer, when
Bankhead, Bnpont, Heyburn,
and
mittee have been received.
had put back on Lorimer's side, two wag annmlI,c-.(walked slowly toward Warren.
EDITOR IMMERSED
Medill McCormick was busy today Senators counted upon as antagonistic the mu.k ()f tle romi ami passed in
Senators absent, and not paired:
BECAUSE OF BURNS. directing a force of c'err.s in his pre- to him on the second vote. These
fo a clonk room Senator Smoot throwand McLain.
Percy
hi
.
Illinois.
of
Lin
,.i
Senator
vere
half
the
Less
Cullum,
than
liminary work.
an arm over lnis smm.ut.-iing
Senator
Lorimer
did not vote.
of
(Bv Special Leased Wire to Nw
of delegates who attended colleague, and Senator Tillman,
The vote ousting him was conclud- There are T members in
Louisville, Ky., July 13. Charles T. the Republican national
the senate
convention South Carolina. The belief that these ed at 2:'" o'clock.
man who
The
there being one vacancy irom ColoRogers, who for six years, was an edi- will sit in the new party meeting. In two Senators had determined to opin the Senate
seat
a
had
occupied
rado.
tor of the Associated Press at Louisof two delegates from each pose the resolution to unseat Lorimer since June IS, 19"9, by the vote toville and who suffered severe burns place
district and two for each because of his analysis of the evi- day passed out of the records and
congressional
in a fire in his rooming (house two
accall
wi!l be for one dele- dence against him, was generally
the
senator,
never officially has held a seat in the BIG BftNKS IN
weeks ago, lies immersed in a bath
his
opponas
fact
a
by
today
cepted
senaand
for
each
congressman
gate
of the United States.
Senate
solution
saline
tub filled with a
kept
BIGGER MERGER
tor in each state. Xo delegates from ents.
The Lea resolution, adopted by a
at a temperature of 100 degrees
determined
not
had
Kern
Senator
will
or
colonial
territories
follows:
possessions
as
was
2
1.
to
This course was directed by
whether he would reply to Mr. lxri-me- r vote of almost
IBy Special Leaned Wire to Now Mexican)
the physician attending him at a local be asked.
Resolved, that corrupt methods and
when the latter again took up his
Kansas City, .Mo.. July 13 A merfor
seats
Alotments
for
newspaper
-to
save
his
chance
as
a
were
last
seshospital
emwiuju
practices
of the National Hank of Commerce
be speech at the opening of today's
will
men
and
visitors
ger
to
United
prominent
the
and
Lorimer
the
life. Gangrene has developed
sion. Almost the first utterance of tion of William
and
A
been
call
the Southwest National Bank,
has
a
few
made
in
Blidays.
of
doctors hope in this way to check it.
the Illinois Senator was a renewal of States Senate from the stale
Mr. Rogers not only suffered burns on sent by Mr. McCormick to newspapers the challenge to Senator Kern and his nois and that his election therefore both of this city, into one banking institution, which, it is said, will be
his limbs, face and body, but inhaled to indicate the number of seats they associates to refute certain of Lori- - was invalid.
w ill need.
the flames as well.
tn tlip e'osins sentences of his the largest in the southwest, will be
mor'o otntomonts sist to the evidence:
consummated within two weeks,' ac
brought out by the investigation. Rpeeeh, Senator Ixjrimer expressed
cording to the statement of J. J. Helm,
Senators
which
no
tributes
response,
for
the
defy brought
Again
gratitude
vice president of the National Bank
attack
immediate
life,
Lorimer's
10
his private
Senator
hil(i p;lj,i
ol Commerce capital stock
-his
a
and
$:;,im1ii,(ioii.
life
upon Lea. Kenyon and Kern,
Every man who has such
, j own reward
he has it here,"
repeated challenge to them to disprove n
his statements lent added color to the he sajd '
,.j agk nothing on fnat nc- THE DAY IN CONGRESS.
belief that an effort would be made to count
It haB no bearing in the case,
S
bring on further debate before thewjU inmlencP 110 Senator in
hoi)p
Senate.
final vote on the Lea resolution of exhjg judgmpnt ...
Convened
10 a. m.
at
.i trv Iovn was tha fAntcf
Cnti
J,.eii.
Senator Lorimer
BPe of his family.
immediatelv v
of a short conference when he came';
resumed spenKing in defense of
have been the happiest ot men,
on the floor, one of the participants;
God's Son," be
"is eiecuon and right to his seat.
being Senator Luke Lea, another min- living and blessed by
Conference on Archbald im- - N
"1 ask nothing
Decause oi
ority member of the investigating said.
committee, and a target for Lori- them, or because of my ideal home X peachraent case resulted in report
that the case would not be heard
nier's shafts in the two days of his life.
before fall.
s
that
said
Senators
been
has
"It
by
speaking.
RETIRING STATESMAN r ROM TEXAS, IN SPEECH AT DINNER, SAYS THAT MEMBER
By a vote of 53 to 28, resolu- have not
WOrst foes of Lorimer
The opponents of Senator Lorimer
tion declaring Senator Lorimer's
OF CONGRESS CAN REMEDY CONDITIONS THAT NOW EXIST BY SIMPLY TELLING had practically agreed not to answer impeached his integrity.
They have
election invalid was adopted.
his charges and challenges, believing 6aj,j tnat
wor(j was as good as
OF FRANCE LEFT THE BANQUET HALL TO
PEOPLE THE
that to open a discussion would in- - i,onij. that he never turned on a S Vote to make Panama canal
S bill the unfinished business.
volve the issue in further debate.
FACE BLOODSHED
friend; that he has been consistent,
House.
The air in the chamber was hot and right or wrong."
Convened at noon.
oppressive when the Senate convened.
"But I ask no consideration for
Considered Beale bill on the
The Senators came in reluctantly, but ;that whfin Senatorg are making up
dealing in cotton futures.
sixty were on nanu wueu uoiuuei their minds, when they are deciding
again took the floor. The gallery whether they will believe Lorimer or
crowds of the preceding days had not
Charles A. White, all I ask is to conarrived at the early hour of convenWAS
sider in connection with a record of
ing.
as
in- - forty years my truth and veracity
M ii'de Mi- - lurlmpr'a nnnnnncpd
RE6DV
TO
BURN
I ask the con- tention to conclude his speech todav stated by my enemies.
to
as
COUNTRY
whether
HOME
if not interrupted. His opponents sideration of Senators,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) bloodshed in the streets of Paris. I were determined that he should finish: they will believe the bribetaker, who
13
Senator do not say the United States are toaay
July
has lied time and again, or believe (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washintgon,
Oxford, England,
Bailey of Texas in a farewell address facing such a state of affairs, but I do
will stay here until 12 o'clock me.
"We
July 13. Helen
at a private dinner last night pre- maintain that if within the next thirty-year- s tonight if we do not reach a vote beMuch has been said about "Lori Graggs, the
on June
suffragette,
the country should continue to fore that time," said one of them.
dicted that ' conditions in Hie Unitmer's Resignation,'" he said.
2G, at Cardiff e, England, brok
tn rough
as change as it has in the last thirty, we
I
case
of
seemed
refreshed
the
ed States continued to change
at
the
Senator Lorimer
"If
beginning
much in the next thirty year as they will find ourselves face to face with after a few hours respite from tho had believed that one man had been the police cordon and sprang at Regihad in the last thirty, the country such a condition at the end of that strain of his defense and plunged into bribed to vote for me, I would have nald McKenna, the home secretary,
his effort with renewed vigor. At one jaid my resignation on the Vice Presi- - George and Queen Mary, wa.
would face a condition
paralleling time.
charged
I
"You senators and representatives," point, declaring that the proceedings dent's table.
I know the record,
that of the French revolution. Colin police court here .vitii being
today
conducted
been
had
him
Mr.
by know there was not a corrupt vote
Bailey, "can prevent againts
leagues of the Texas leader revealed continued
found in Nunehom Park, th? country
this great crisis and you will do so if conspirators, he exclaimed: "If all the ca3t for me .
his remarks today.
they'd
secre
Mr. Bailey charged that taembers you have the courage to go out and people knew the full storyin closing. Mr. Lorimer said: "Oh! residence of Lewis Harcourc.
of congress by their own cowardice te'l the public the truth. Every evil drive that band of hypocrites out of genators thougn ou ., vote t0 turn tary of state for the Colonies
with
And they will know It. me
were responsible for a condition of which exists in the country today can the country
out, though every yote has been the intention of setting fire to the
know
It
me
from
God
If
they'll
spares
unrest which prevails. He virtually be corrected without danger to the
found against me, yet will I not re- - mansion.
The accused was remandone end of the land to the other.'
No. no. no. Ill not resign, u
,
L
charged the Democratic party with principles and policies upon which
sign.
Jfi
.
ne
.
me
creouea
own
She
ed.
declined
to say anything in
10
enorts
nis
exand it
1
this republic was founded,
exaggerating the Importance of
frm the boal
becau,se court.
senatorial investigation, saying: "The
resolu- vote
the
for
more
Senators
isting evils, "this republic is near should be done.
Tribune people took no steps to cause
a crisis which is greater than the
She was seen during the night with
"The impatience of the minority of an
tnan
it.
Investigation by the Senate until he tlon
I
men
have
a
said
Bailwhich
been member, introduced
wisest
Senator
myself
flon fear: 11 wil1 another woman in the grounds by a
think,"
"My exit win not
a resolution asking for it.
It watchman.
ey. "I do not forget that the French has been largely responsible for the
Searched, she was found
"This attack on me is not the first not De because 1 am a coward.
revolution came while the Governors state of mind of the people of the instance where efforts have been made "w"1 be because of the crime of the to be carrying a quantity of inflam'
were at the theater end that they United States today for they have to drive Senators out of this chamber Senate of these United States,
mable material, and spirits.
arose from their banquet tables to grossly exaggerated the evils of the by conspiracy,'' he cried.
"I am ready," he added dramatical- The suffragettes are particularly income face to face with violence and country."
censed at Lewis Harcourt
He compared his case to that of Sen- - ly as he took his seat.
1
He Had Been

j

Xew-land-

McCORMICK IS HARD
NOW

Burn-liam-

PARTY-NEWSPA- PERS

;

-

Wet-mor-

de-ho-

t.
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FRENCH REVOLUTION

TAFT DECLINES TO
ATTEND STATE FAIR.
IS BEING PLANNED
President Announces That He Will
Not Make Campaign Tour But Will
Make Speech or Two Giving His
New Mexican!
(By Spi'cM.al Leased Wire-tIdeas.
Sea Girl, X. J., July 13. Charles
II. Crane of Chicago, who gave $20,000
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
to the LaFollelte campaign
fund,
Washington, I). C.. July 1". President Taft indicated today that he came out this afternoon with a decwould not make any extensive cam- laration that he would support Governor Wilson for the Presidency and
paign trip this fall, when he declined
an invitation to attend the Minnesota would contribute to the Democratic
campaign fund if the governor would
state fair in September.
Mr. Crane
While he will not take any long permit him to do so.
e
trips, it is believed the president will was accompanied by President
of the University of Wisconsin,
make several long speeches setting
forth his view of Uie Issues that con- a former LaFollette leader, whose
front the country.
sympathies also are with Governor
Xo engagements for such speeches
Wilson's candidacy.
have been made and probably will not
Mr. Crane said he had always been
be made until after the organization an admirer of Governor Wilson and
of the Republican national committee now wished to do what he could do
is completed.
He
to bring about his election.
thought the Governor's nomination inSENATE CONFIRMS BULLITT.
sured the brightest prospects possible
ashington, D.
J.iiy v.). The ap- for a progressive administration at
pointment of Wm. 'Marshall Bullitt Washington.
of Lnuisvile, as Solicitor General of
"The
Republicans, so
the Vnited States, to succeed Freder- far as I Progressive
can learn," he said, " feel
ick W. I.ehni'.inn. was confirmed by
very kindly toward Governor Wilson.
the Senate today.
I will go back
lo Chicago and get in
touch with the Progressive leaders
(here and work for Wilson.
NEW WHITE HCPE IS A
Speaker Clark reached Sea Girt
WHOPPER.
V
earlier than was expected and was
V
New York, X. Y., July 1:!.
half way up the walk leading to the
A new "white hope" from Okla- Governor's house before he was recin
N homa is to make his debut
Governor Wilson met him
ognized.
Ue is
New York next month.
with outstretched hands before ha
Jessie Willard, and he comes
eastward with a sweeping chal- - S reached the steps to the porch.
"Ah! Ahl Mr. Speaker," the GovS lenge to all comers. Mis fight- - V
ernor exclaimed, grasping the
to be
ing possibilities remain
hand.
They went to tho
tested, but. it. is evident that his
governor's office.
physical equipment is adequate,
Three of the most important conV for he stands (i feet, t; inches in
ferences in Governor Wilson's career
V his stockings, weighs something
as presidential nominee were in toover 2:10 pounds and is lively
V enough to do a hundred yards in
day's schedule at tho Little White
V
seconds.
(Continued on Page Four.)
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WIS CCNSIN Kl LLS MANY
AND WRE

KENOSHA AMD RACINE BADLY
IN1URED AND

HOMELESS-MAR-

TORNADO SUDDENLY
WAVE

ON

GREAT LAKE

DAMAGED

BY WIND
PLACES

KET

STRIKES-GRA-

RAPIDS,

ND

AMD

LIGHTNING,

IN BOTH

CITIES

LEAVING

PEOPLE

DEVASTATED WHEN

MICHIGAN, ALSO IN

PATH-TI-

DAL

UNUSUAL PHENOMENON

IKE MICHIGAN HAS
TIDAL WAVE

EN

TORNADO

IN UNITED STATES

r

DECLARES BAILEY

I

te

CONDITIONS MUST CHANGE IN NEXT

THIRTY YEARS IS THE PROPHECY

SUFFRAGE?

I

-

.

aSst

Grand Rapids was hit early today by
(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican?
'
Kenosha, Wis., July 13. Mrs. E. a tornado Chat injured forty or mora
PrinU, of South Kenosha, was killed persons and did thousands of dollars
and many people injured in a tornado
of worth of damage. The storm entered
flho suburbs
which passed through
Kenosha early today. The storm was
the most severe known in this section
of the state in many years and left a
path of desolation behind it. Houses
were blown down, trees uprooted,
barns collapsed and crops ruined by
the force of the storm.
Mrs. Printz was about to become a
mother. She was ill when the tornado
struck her home and died from the
shock.
The two story home of Captain O.
Nelson, at South Kenosha, was completely demolished and Xelson was
found buried in the debris. He was
unconscious, but it was stated he
would recover.
It is said that the path of the storm
was a half mile in width and in this
territory everything was practically
ruined. It is impossible to estimate
the loss.
In Kenosha, proper, where the storm
was very severe but did not attain the
velocity of a tornado, a ihotel was
struck by lightning. There was a
panic among the hotel guests, but they
escaped in their night clothing and no
one was seriously hurt.
RACINE HAS TIDAL WAVE.
Racine, Wis., July IS. A terrific
electrical storm in this vicinity today
was featured by a small tidal wave on
Lake Michigan.
The water in the river here rose
several feet, then receded, leaving the
level one foot lower than the normal
stage.
In Racine much damage was done
along the lake front by lightning
while throughout Racine and Kenosha
counties, where the rain amounted to
a cloudburst,
railway tracks were
washed out and traffic interrupted.
MANY HURT IN GRAND RAPIDS.
Grand Rapids, Mich., July 13.

Jx.

the city from the southwest,
about
iour o'clock. The first place struck:
was the city market and the Grand
Rapids Central League baseball park,
adjoining.
The market was crowded with farm- ers and their teams, as trading had
just begun. After the storm struck
the roof of the ball park grand stand
was lifted off and scattered all over
the park. A panic followed. Horses
were killed and a great many persons
were hurt, some so badly they had to
be sent to the hospital. The police
reserves and fire department wera
called out.
The storm then swept across town,
striking the best residence district.
The storm struck the market place
just as the bell for the morning open
A terrific thunder storm
ing rang.
which had been approaching, had given no warning of danger from wind,
but suddenly a whirling balloon cloud
appeared in the southwest and headed
directly toward the clustered produce
wagons.
With a deafening roar the roof o!
1'he ball park grand stand was lifted
high in the air and fell in a veritable
rain of great planks and beams upon
the frightened men and horses in tho
market place, causing a panic. Men
and women thrown down by the wind
were run over and knocked unconscious by dashing teams. Xellie Wier-m- a

attemptedto quiet her frightened

horses but fell and In a moment two
heavy fruit wagons passed over her.
She may die. Many other persona
suffered broken limbs, but it is thought
Charles Gibbs, 57
all will recover.
years old, who was suffering from a
nervous disease died from shock caused by the storm,
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The Little Store

GERMAN EMPEROR

GOVERED WITH

CURBS SPIRIT

of the Superior

Again Reminds
Quality and

i

WHITE PIMPLES

The highest point of woman's hap
You
piness is reached only through moth
erhood, in the clasping or her cnnu
Went to Ear, Shoulders and Whole
OF BATTLE
within her arms, let the mother-to- Body, Thick and Sticky on Head.
ordeal
be is often fearful of nature's
Eruption Covered With Blood,
and shrinks from the suffering inci
But for In
dent to its consummation.
to Stop
Designed
Soap and Ointment Cured.
Speech
C
nature's ills and discomforts nature
Those
War
Talk
in
Mothers
and
Among
provides remedies,
111.
on
Hansom,
"The trouble started
Friend is to be found a medicine of
Germans Who Would Like our baby when he was only about two
Goods. Always
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sage except that it is signed "Yours
very truly, Rose Alvina." It seems
a shame, with so many good looking

women of

cowboys arouud here, said Mr. Burke,
that no ranchman has consented to
so 1
take charge of the postcards,
guess they will have to return to the
senders. I will hold them a few days
however, in the hope that some one
will claim them. The opposite sides
of the postcards bear pictures of the
two girls and a choice and se'.ect committee of young men who have examined the post cards assert that both
girls are what might be termed
"swell" looking.
Under one picture
is this line: "There's a girl waiting
for you in Red Banks Hurry up and

h
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IS KILLED

vt Irr to Xew
Palo Alto. Calif., July 13 Victor
Morris Smith, Jr., holder of the world's
amateur record for aeroplane speed,
was instantly killed at Raven's Wood
near here today, when his machine
fell at the end of a flight from
The aeroplane was caught
by a gust of wind as Smith was circling
to the ground
and fell fifty feet.
Smith's neck was broken.
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Baptists Missionary Forecasts
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Now Govern Them.

;
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Olympic games the United States team
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increased ' its big lead. The second
BRIEFS the Canadian Baptist mission at Pitha House. After breakfast, the governor
place in this event, however, was captured by Hans Braun, the German runpurum, India, predicts that, the next went to his office to consult with Robner, who was passed into the final by f By Special Leasea fflie to New Mexican) quarter century will see the practical ert S. Hudsneth William F. McCombs.
R.
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In the fencing the United States Mack Bailey and a brother.
Memphis, Tenn., July 13. AVhen a in their homes they still observe all the Governor's message. There
team was notable to reach the finals
unanimity of opinion that William F.
in which the Belgians appear to hold fuse exploded on a crowded street car the ancient rules.
a very favorable position, although here today the frightened passengers
"As the English language is being McCombs would be the choice for Na
A great
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Great Britain and Sweden also are made a rush for exist gates and in the taught in all the schools, as well as tional Chairman.
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other
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contested but the chances in this point joint army and military maneuvers in tive women are being trained as nurs- man of the finance committee.
Some of those with whom the Govare so precarious that no idea can California, positively will be held on es and are developing rapidly in the
ernor has been in frequent consulta- now be obtained of the position the August 11, 12, according to a letter work.
particiiiants are likely to hold at its received here today from Adjutant
"Both the Rajah and Ranee of Pitha-- fion believed that a single body would
conclusion.
General Alex. O. Brodie. of the army, purum belong to the reform class 0t'!direct the campaign and that there
Five points were scored for the by Adjutant General Wedgewood of India,, which in religion corresponds vou& be no division of authority be- United States in the standing high Utah National Guard.
in some ways with the Unitarians of tween the National Committee and a
jump which was won by Piatt Adams
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meters; James H. Duncan, Xew York, which caused the death of its crew of would
3300, including 200 southerns.
receipts
like to study your methods,
unattached) fifth, total throw 71 met- five men was due. not to the action of learn
Market steady.- Native steers 6.50
from
accountyour
bookkeeping
ers, 13 centimenters.
the sun's rays, as at first appeared, ants, and grow up with the business. 9.60; southern ,, steers 4.757.00;
Three thousand meters team race: but to a fault
in
which I'm willing to learn. I would start on southern cows and heifers 3.255.50;
United States first; Sweden, second; left the exhaust construction
native cows and heifers 3.008.50;
over the ex a small salary."
directly
third.
England,
and feeders 4.25'6.80; bulls
haust propeller engines, thus igniting
"VrtU' mv vminir friunf 'J caifl
(ha stackers
it.
8 00; west-kno3.75 5.75; calves
50
,
ideas
are
all wrong.
WHISKEY PROBE WARM
.manager, "your
cows
western
Bteers
6.50(58.90;
j61;11.
you're a fine boy; I've known
IN SOUTH CAROLINA. IMPORTANT
MEETING
your father for years; I would like to
AT ESPANOLA. do
HoSs- receipts 3,000. Market steady,
State Dispensary Proves Money Maksomething for you and I believe!
of sales ?.407.50; heavy 7.40
Ba,k
I
can
to
best
do
is
the
that
give!
thing
ing Proposition for Those Who Are
For years the fruit growers of the
packers and butchers 7.400
you sound advice. Our concern isn't a
"In" on Graft, Says Detective.
Espanola valley have suffered from training school; we cannot accommo-- ' 755: lights 7.357.55;
pigs 6.00
the
loss of a large frac- date those who want to learn
7. io
our,
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican) tion unnecessary
of their crops. The valley itself
Sheep, receipts 200. Market steady.
methods; our men haven't time to
Augusta, Ga., July 13. When the is an ideal fruit
country and produces teach beginners the fundamental prin Muttons
lambs
6.50'
committee
Carolina
South
3.505.00;
legislative
which for quantity and quality
of bookkeeping, etc.; and be- 8.00; range wethers and
here today to continue crops
yearlings
ciples
are
The nat- sides there is a multitude of
anywhere.
its investigation of alleged graft in ural unsurpassed
things 4.005.75; range ewes 2.754.10.
future of the valley is to become that
Detecyou ought to know, that you
the state liquor dispensary.
a grand series of orchards from San
would never learn here. We can't use
CHICAGO GRAIN.
tive E. F. Reed, an assistant to Will- lldefonso to
Rinconada. There is no
who are 'willing to learn' but.
iam J. Burns, was scheduled to testiNew York, N. Y., July 13. Small
boys
of
Colorado or California
part
that we do need boys who HAVE learned
fy. Burns swore yesterday that high can
dealings and irregular prices marked
compare with it in the combined and are
officers had been guilty of grafting in
willing.
the opening of the stock exchange
of the four great fruit
production
"Now you go into some really good today. The note worthy feature was a
the purchase of liquor by the state,
staples:
and
apples,
pears,
peaches
had sold pardons and protected "blind
business college not one of these further decline of St. Paul to below
plums.
business sideshows and take a full
tigers." Reed was expected to conBut wlien It comes to finding a mar- course in bookkeeping and account-- par.
tinue along this line of testimony.
the weak point is reached.
Pressure was more general in the
Not ;ancy. Get all the attendant branches
Especially mentioned in Burns' story ket,
being situated on a trunk line, the lo- for you'll need them too. Then, when first hour, with especial weakness in
yesterday, were Governor Coleman L. cal
markets being limited, only the you finish your course, come back; we'tne Grangers on St. Paul's further de- Blease, and H. H. Evans,
first class product can be shipped at won 't ask you
of the dispensary.
to start on a low salary. cllne. J nat stocK soon rallied to a
a paying rate.
We're willing to pay, but we must ,evel we1 in advance of last night's
Hearings are being held in Georgia
Every other fruit section of the west have young men who can 'do things.' c!ose with improvement elsewhere.
to obtain the testimony of Thomas B.
The market ended as it began, with
Felder of Atlanta, the attorney who has had to provide itself with facili"As to a school; well, I can recom- usual midsummer characteristics
e
was employed to help close the affairs ties for preserving and utilizing its mend the Albuquerque Business
of
of the old dispensary when it went surplus product, and this has to be lege for we have employed some of its of extreme dullness and absence
out of existence. After his work was done by united effort and
and they are the most com any special feature.
graduates,
In these days, every business is conI've been able to find. I'm
done, Blease accused Felder of bribChicago,
July 13. Cool weather
ducted on a small margin, and the loss petent help own son
ery. The governor of Georgia refused of
there, and he is northwest siinnnseri to he inlmiVahlfl
sending my
any considerable fraction destroys
to extradite hira and a grand jury at
well.
to a spread of rust, tended
today
the profit. In many important indus- doing
"Good day."
Newberry, S. C, dismissed the case.
to ease off wheat prices after early
the
entire
comes
tries,
from
the
profit
Blease has repeated!? declared h'3
This would probably be good advice firmness in sympathy with liverpool
and from utilizing every for YOU. A
would arrest Felder if the latter ever
postal card will bring a advance.
The opening here was a
of
material.
set foot in the state. Felder has not particle
free catalog from the Albiquerque snade lower t0 3 1.2c up September
To
utilize surplus fruit When the .Business
done so and when the committee asLouege.
started at 101
1
market is filled, and the inferior
A Special School by Specialists.
sembly wanted his testimony it ha'I
advance and sagged to 101
all
at
it
is
to
times,
grades
necessary
to come on the Georgia side to get it.
Albuquerque, N. M.
The close for September was at
Several years ago when tihe saloons have appliances for evaporation, pre100
a net loss of
cider
which
will
making, etc.,
in South Carolina were ousted the sale serving,
Although excessive heat in Kansas
of liquor was placed in the hands of a prevent any loss. Single orchards cancaused the corn market to climb at
commission under state control.
It not do this, but by combination it will
the outset, wheat weakness led later
was known as the dispensary system. be very easy; and everything that has
MONTEZUMA.
tn a decline.
Commission
houses
Many accusations of boodling in con- any value will be saved.
Harvey Oatman, Santa Fe.
switched to the selling side. Septemone
in
this
realizes
Every
valley
nection with the purchase of whiskey
E.
J.
Saint, Albuquerque.
ber opened
to
higher at 69
and labels from wholesalers followed. the conditions, and there has been
A. C. Chandler, Columbus.
much talk of improving
to 70 and reached to 69
them, but
S. Hopewell, Albuquerque.
W.
The close was steady
net lowARE YOU A NICE LOOKING COW- nothing has been done. At last the
matter has taken practical shape by J. H. Latham, Wichita.
er for September at 69
BOY?
M. Herzstein, Albuquerque.
the calling of a meeting of all fruit
Uneasiness by July shorts brought
If you are a nice looking cowboy, raisers
Barnes Carnes, Hodge.
and others interested, to be
about a bulge in oats, but the depresD.
unmarried and looking for a girl, see held in
Jas.
Davidson,
Albuquerque.
Espanola on Tuesday next. Mr.
sion of other cereals nullified the adC. F. Wilson, Denver.
E. C. Burke, Postmaster, Santa Fe. J. R. Ball, the
real esW. W. Hooper, Chattanooga, Tenn. vance.
Two post cards addressed to "Mr Man- tate man of the enterprising
valley, has taken the
September started a shade to
Mrs. W. W. Hooper, Chattanooga,
ager, Cattle Ranch, Santa Fe," come initiative in the matter, and now evto 35
up, at 35
and dropTenn.
to the local postoflice the other day. eryone should
and
make
a
respond
Miss Mabel Hooper, Chattanooga, ped back to 35
The cards lead as follows: "Please imi.ted and. successful effort. This
Unloading by holders let provisions
hand this card to some nice looking meeting marks the beginning of a new Tenn.
fall.
Slow trade at the yards seemWm. McKean, Taos, N. M.
cowboy, dear Mr. Just this card and em of prosperity for the Espanola valed to take the edge off the market.
Thomas P. Page, Wichita, Kans.
I hope you will answer me soon and ley and incidentally for Santa Fe.
Marie C. Ford, Toledo, Ohio.
First transactions varied from last
send me your picture dressed as cowR. C. Van Schaak, Denver, Colo.
down with Sepnights level to 7
Mantovini.
boy, yours very truly, Mary
CANAL BILL
tember delivery 18.35 for pork, 10.75
My address Is
Bridge Avenue,
for lard and 10.47
for ribs.
Red Bank, N. J."
BE TAKEN UP R. H. Sims, PALACE.
Las Cruces.
ST. LOUIS METAL.
The other card has the same mcs- St. Louis, Mo., July 13. Lead firm
George Mitchell, Los Angeles.
(By Special tnnei. Wire to New Mexican)
4.671-2- ;
J. F. Kugler, Seattle, Wash.
Spelter strong 7.157.20.
W. G. Kelly, Kansas City.
Washington, D. C, July 13. The
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
Senate today voted 40 to 34 to make
Baron von Vongenheim, Sihmelkel-din- ,
Chicago, 111., July 13. Wheat, July
U interested and should know
the Panama canal bill unfinished busibout the wonderful
104
Germany.
Sept. 100
MARVEL Whirling Spray ness. This substantially refuses Great
O. M. Sakaman, Magdalena.
Corn July 74
Sept. 691-4- .
me new vaginal &yring.
Britain's
R. C. Van Schaak, Denver, Colo.
request that the bill be held
Oatsr Sept. 35
44
Best most convenient. It
July
cleans et instantly.
up pending diplomatic
negotiations.
Pork July 17.85.
An effort to put Democratic tariff legAsk your druggist for it.
MEROPOLITAN.
Lard July 10.471-2- .
If be cannot uooly tt
''
islation ahead was lost.
Thos. P. Page, Wichita, Kans.
.''7
Ribs July 10.271-2- .
MARVEL, accept no otherTSr
wot tend stamp for illustrated
A.
Denver.
Wilson,
George
AND
MONEY
STOCKS.
m
bookseated. It gives full partlcoNew Mexican want ads. efwayr
W. H. Mitchell, Trinidad.
New York, July 13. Call money
lars and directions
to ladies.
ftUtVtl CO., 44CMI23J UnUm lirtT?
bring results.
J. H. Smith, Terrell. Tex.
.to 44-2- ;
sil- nominal, prime pape
"
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Mexican dollars 4S; Amal- of the day. The morning and evening
sugar 127 b.; Atchi are the best times to bathe.
Don't fail to keep the4digestive orson 107
Great Northern 1331-4- ;'
Xew York Central 114; Northern Pa-- ' gans and kidneys in operation, and
Chief among the
South-- ! avoid overeating.
cific 118
Reading 161
Union Pacific! ills from heat that are less direct, but
;ern Pacific 108
j more
1104
Steel 68
frequently fatal, are diseases o:
Steel, pfd. Ill
Metal markets quiet, practically the lower alimentary canal.
Don't spend your vacation In violent
nominal.
exercise, if you exercise
NEW YORK COTTON.
;New York., N. Y., July 13. Cotton little the rest of the year. Make your
different from
spot closed quiet. Middling up'ands vacation absolutely
but remember it
12.50; Middling gulf 12.75. No sales. your daily life,
should be a rest.
Don't forget to swat the fly.
IMPORTANT ACQUISITION.

ver 601-4- ;
gamated

ANOTHER BIRD

SATURDAY, JULY 13, 1912.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(015975)

80

The pictures of the Spanish
Ferdinand and Isabella, Philip
II and Charles II have at last been re-

mon-arch- s

ceived by Mr. Benjamin M. Read from
Mr. Read had intended to
Spain.
have them in his English history of
New Mexico but they could not be
procured in time. Aside from their historical value these pictures are masterpieces as artistic productions
Queen Isabela and King Ferdinand
are each in a separate picture and
both were praying when their pictures
were taken, towards the end of the
loth century. King Philip II who empowered Onate to conquer New Mexico
in 1598-9- ,
is standing as is Charles
II, who authorized the reconquest by
De Vargas in 1692-3- .
Mr. Read is going to have half tone cuts made out
of them for the second English edition of his said history but will also
furnish printed copies of all four of
said pictures, with the appropriate inscription to all his subscribers to his
first editions, which are now in the
market. Persons wishing to se3 thesi
pictures can do so by calling at Mr.
Read's office.

BASEBALL

4

2

' """ AMERICAN. ""
At Philadelphia (1st game) R. H. E!

Philadelphia l?,

f.

6
6 12

-

Cleveland

1

0

Batteries: Coombs, Barry and Egan;

Gregg and O'Neil.
At New York (1st game) R. H. E.
5 5 4
New York
6 2
St. Louis
Batteries: McConnell and Sweeney;
Allison and Stephens.
NATIONAL.
R. H. E.
At Pittsburg (1st game)
4-

2

1 7
4 10

Pittsburg
Brooklyn

Batteries: Caninitz, Robinson
Gibson; Rucker and Miller.

1

and

4

2

4

--

1--

2

4

4

4

4

1

4

4

4

4

4

2

2

4

4

1-- 4

4

4

'

4

Lu-cer-

ico.

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
AMERICAN.
under the laws and regulations of the
R. H. E.
At Washington
Interior Department why such proof
1
4
6
Washington
should not be allowed will be given
2 7 3
Chicago
at the above mentionan
Batteries: Johnson and Ainsmith: ed opportunity
time and place to
Cicotte and Sullivan.
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that sul
cross-examin- e

AMERICAN.
mitted by claimant
At Philadelphia (second game
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Philadelphia, second game, R. H. E.
Register.

THE CHURCHES
CATHEDRAL CHURCH.

Philadelphia

11

8

2

,

2

4

2

Cleveland

14, 1912.

July

Small Holding Claim No. 5278.
Department cf the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 4, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has fiied notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
oections 16 and 17 of the act of March
as amended
3, 1S91 (26 Stats., 854)
by the act of February 21, 1S93 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, at
Cuba, New Mexico, on July 15, 1912,
viz: Earl B. Young, of Senorito, New
SE
SE
Mexico, for the SW
S. 34
S
SE
SE
SW
N.
T. 22 N., R. 1W SW
NE
SE
N
SE 4 NE
S
NE
NE
W
NW.1-NE
SE
NE
XE
W
NE
BE
NE
SE
SW
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
E
SE
NW
Sec. 3, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for twenty years next preceding the survey oi
the township, viz:
Edubigen Gurule, Agapita Garcia,
of La Jara, New Mexico, Hilario
E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New Mex-

Batteries: Houck and Lapp; Krapp,
Seventh Sunday
after Penticost. Mitchell
and Livingstone.
First Mass at 6 o'clock a. m. Second
Mass at 9:30 a. m. Sermon in EngNATIONAL.

lish. Third Mass 10:30 a. nr. Sermon
in Spanish. At 6:30 p. m. Rosary and
Benediction.
Lady of Guadalupe.
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass
9.30 a. m. Sermon in Spanish and
English.
CHURCH OF THE HOLY FAITH.
Sunday, July 14, 1912.
Musical Service.
Processional
Venite
Boice
TeDeum
Schilling
Jtibi'ate
Tours
Hymn
Offertory "Abide With Me,".Pflueger
(Miss Edna Abrahamson and Choir.)
Recessional
Sopranos Mrs. E. F. Coard, Mrs. L.
C. Hah.
Altos Miss Edna Abrahamson, Mrs.
G. D.

At Cincinnati
Cincinnati

R. H. E.
2

8

1

1
Philadelphia
Batteries: Humphreys and
Leans; Brennan and Dooin.

4

l

Mci

AMERICAN.
At Boston
Boston

R. H. E.
j4 9 l

Detroit
Batteries: O'Brien

6

0

and Carrigan;
Mullin and Stanage.
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.

Is every penny of capita
the biggest adding main
chine
the
company
world

of

NATIONAL.
Boston at Chicago, cloudy 3 p. m.
New York at St. Louis, clear, 3 p. m.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati, clear, 3
p. m.
Brooklyn at Pittsburg, two games,
clear, 2 and 4 p. m.

Every man of

5 1

TRAIN

strokes.

;

Don't drink ice water at meals. The
stomach should not be chilled while
food is taken. Cool water, however.
is allowable.
Don't expose yourself to the direct
rays of the sun any more than is
well in hot
necessary.
Keeping
weather is largely a matter of economy in keeping the body as near a
normal temperature as possible.
Don't neglect the daily bath. It not
only keeps the pores open, but is especially beneficial in the evening in
lowering the temperature of the body,
and preparing it for restful sleep.
Don't eat much meat. Summer diet
should be confined largely to vege- tames, nsn, fruits, cereals, rice and
milk. A light soup is one of the
best dishes at the beginning of a
' ;
meal in summer.
Remove all evidences
of winter
clothing and wear nothing that is
not light and loose. That is particularly Important for children.
Don't sleep in the draught of a
window, but sleep in the open if you
can either on a porch or in a tent.
Refreshing sleep will, do more than
anything, else to prepare you for the
heat of the next day.
Don't exercise during the middle of
the day. Exercise should not be neglected, but should be moderated.
Don't stay in bathing until fatigued.
A half hour is enough to be in the
water. Don"t bathe in the hottest part

S PILLS
CHICHESTCn OBRAKD.
a

I'lll.li,sealed
Hf,
RfW"-

-

Ask

,ld meulllAV
Ribbon.

ctr,

SOLD BY DRIKGISTS

cires-TE-

s

tyWHEKE.

The following are the tiai9 table
of the local railroads:
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. 'i
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
.

eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 P. in
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to cob
nect with No. 7 westbouni and No. 4
eastbound
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:36
Z

A

e

organiza-

inventions de

n

partment

a guarantee of
Keeps-the-ma-

'

chine in use Service, and

,The Burroughs
!( of

mechanical

guarantee

perfection.

One price to all, and
very low; small monthly
ments, if desired.

that
pay-

Let us show you this machine in your own office without obligation or cost to you.

mid-wee-

,

world-wid-

The most efficient, best
machine
organized, adding
factory in the world

Car-mo-

DONTS

a

machine

adding
tion

Kirkpatrick.
Mr. Kirkpatrick, Mr. Hayden.

AMERICAN.
Detroit at Boston, clear 3 p. m.
Bass Mr. Hall.
St. Louis at New York, two games,
ST. JOHN'? METHODIST.
2 and 4 p. m.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m. Morn- cloudy,
Cleveland
at Philadelphia, two
ing worship at 11 a. m. Junior League
at 3 p. m... Epworth league at 7:00 p. games, clear 2 and 4 p. m.
Chicago at Washington, clear 3:30
p. m. The pastor will occupy, the pui
'
p. m.
ties of Children." Miss Maria
leader.
Evening worship at 8
ASSOCIATION.
p m. The pastor will occupy the pulat Milwaukee, cloudy,
Indianapolis
pit both morning and evening.
His 3 p. m.
subject in the morning being: "The
Louisville at Kansas City, clear 3.30
Brightest of Days." In the evening p. m.
he will take for his subject: "Wasted
Toledo at Minneapolis, cloudy, 3 p.
Aroma."
m.
Columbus at St. Paul, clear, 3 p. m.
The
prayer service is he'd
on Wednesday at 7:45 p. m.
These
NATIONAL.
services are proving an inspiration to
At Pittsburg (2d game)
R. H. E.
those who attend.
1
3 4
A cordial invitation is extended to Pittsburg
5 7 3
all strangers and visitors to worship Biooklyn
Batteries: O'Toole, Ferry and Simwith us while in the city.
on; Knetzer, Kent and Erwin.
J. M. SHIMER, Pastor.
At St. Louis
R. H. E.
FIRST
PRESBYTERIAN.
St. Louis
2 13 2
11
service
at
Regular preaching
New York
7 8 2
o'cblock; sermon by Rev. B. Z. McCul-lougBatteries: Willis, Geyer and Wingo;
Sunday school at 10:45. Jun- Mathewson and
Meyer.
ior Christian Endeavor at 3:30 p. m.
At Chicago.
R. H. E.
Senior Endeavor at 7:45 p. m. An0
5 11
Chicago
nouncement will be made from the Boston
4 id 2
pulpit as to the evening service.
Batteries: Smith, Richie, Brown and
R. F. CRICHTON,
Archer; Perdue and Rariden.
Clerk of Session.
NATIONAL.
At New York. (2r game) R. H. E.
HOT WEATHER
New York
l 8 4
6 6 1
Don't worry about the heat or any- St. Louis
Batteries:
Caldwell, Fisher and
thing else. If you must worry, try
to postpone it until the weather is Street; E. Brown and Krichell.
.!
cooler.
Don't drink alcoholic liquors. They
TIMEJ TABLE ALL
stimulate the blood circulation and
LOCAL
make the body liable to heat and sun-

Tenors

Back of the New Visible
Model Burroughs

2

Adding Machine

Burroughs

w. h. long,
P. O. Box 702,

Co.

Sales Manager.

El Paso, Texas.

EUROPEAN CAPITAL
"urnished for attractive enterprises
tn all substantial lines of business.
Railroads, Tractions, Water & Electric Powers, Irrigations, Timber, Mining, Agricultural & Industrial.
Bond, Debenture and Stock Issues
Underwritten, Purchased or Sold.
Properties purchased for European
exploitation and investment.
Financial Undertakings of all sort
handled.
Miscellaneous commissions and orders of all characters accepted for ex.
ecution in any European country.
Correspondence enclosing full'.'4e
tails at first
invited.
.

'

ng

THE INTERNATIONAL
84-16-- 18

BANKERS

ALLIANCE

Bloomsbury Street
London, England,

1NW mm
INSURANCE

p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to coo
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 8

Fire, Life, Accident,
' Plate Qlasa, Etc. Etc.

westbound.

Returning, arrive et Santa Fj, "11:50

p. m.

REAL ESTATE

.

cut-oPassengers for the Belen
and Pecos Valley points ,shoui3 now
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 as
heretofore. Connection leaves Albu
ft

querque
a. m.
'

at

Cit Property, Farms,
Ranches, Orchards,
Land Grants, Etc
.

7:55 p. m. Instead of 2:2t

D. 6 h. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from norta

Surety Bonds

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL' RY
Leave 12:45 p. ai., connects with
No. 4 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 4:15 p. m, with connection
from No. 3 east
,

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printinf
Company.

,
t..--

Of

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room 24
.

,

LAUGHLIN

santa fe,.

--

BUILDING,

new Mexico.
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Great Bargains'

TRUST CO.

IN-

,000 00

CAPITAL

f.

.

Week of Special Values

-

MILLINERY

ON ALL OUR

STOCK OF SUMMER GOODS
Mr. Sport. Maybe.
Mister etiter: I want to noe why hit
of
Mrs. Grundy. Will, how could I
is that you use .so infernal much par - kuow; you didn't say who was at the
shality in your little ole paper. .Me partv.
an' my folks have bin visitin half
Mr. Sport. Oh don't ask me. I al
Your Patronage Solicited
dusin time lately an' you never sed ways make it a point never to know
COMPARE PRICES AND YOU WILL BUY HERE
one word about hit. You run after wik. had been anywhere by the time I
125 Palace Ave.
the big bugs an' let the little one goe. reach home.
5FE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.
I have bin thinkin' of subseribin' fee
H. F STEPHENS. Cashier,
Par be it for the Xe-- Mexican to
. B. LAUGHLIM, President
was
that
in
held
a
San
Francisco
1
(he Clipper but wont do hit. now. You scandalize; but oil, what material
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst Cashier
lew weeks ago one is reminded of the
no ho this is.
there might be!
work accomplished by the local Winn-jan'- s
"ONE WHO HAS HEKN ROXGED."
Board of Trade, which is a fed-- .
Club
held
The Wallace
Hennessy lOkla.) Clipper.
a business
crated
Its members are
organization.
meeting this afternoon at the home
Even in the height of teh midsum-ime- r of Mrs. Frank K. Mery at Stinmount. Ian excellent example of the happy me- liiium between the militant suffragette!
season, when almost every other
Incorporated 1903
Established 1856
Miss Elsie Jacobs has returned
to
summer resort is stewed into a July Santa Fe after spending a month whose charge of the government and!
sisters who have
drowsiness and those who are so tin-- j visiting friends and relatives in Oak their
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Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
Hoaxes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
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President
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Editor
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Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells .bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

Entered as Second Ciass Matte r at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
I'aily, per year, by mail
'J5 Daily, six months, by mail
Dnily, per wpek by carrier
75 Weekly, six notith
Ofily, per month, by carrier
l:iily, per qu;irter, by carrier. .. $1.00 Weekly, ;er year
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Dally, per n'oath, by mail
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Open the Year Round.

The Ranch of the

$5.f)!l

$2.50
1.00
2.00
50

VALLEY RANCH, N.

VALLEY RANCH,
A

druggist in Kansas has invented a soft drink which he calls
That does not sound like anything soft.

her husband hasn't

POSSIBLE COMPLICATIONS.
The canal bill now pending in congress which in effect gives American
ships free passage through the Panama canal, is pregnant with possibilities of international disturbance. England has already entered her protest against the passage of the bill, unti; a formal statement can be filed
The senate seems inclined to press the passrespecting its provisions.
age of the measure and President iaft has announced that he will leave
congress to deal with the situation. It is believed in some quarters that
both Germany and France have a secret agreement and if this proves true
the affair may assume an acute stage in the near future.
England is a staunch adherent to the diplomatic policy so long domi-nen- t
throughout Europe of combining in two opposing groups the strength
of the great nations on the continent. In case trouble arose over the question of canal tolls the United States might have lined up against her a
combination of powers, that wou'd be of tremendous weight.
Naturally the American sentiment tends toward the right of the United
States to rem late traffic in the manner provided in the bill and that the
free toll sys'em slioihd prevail. There is a good ground for the assumption of this position, inasmuch as the European governments
are near'.y
ell paid such subsidies in using the Suez canal as are allowed the United
States in the use of the Panama waterway and that the
treaty distinctly provided that the rules of the Suez canal should govern
those of the Panama canal, which bungs this famous treaty and its
provisions into the case.
Judging from the position taken by the British
government it seems likely that it will insist on the ships of all nations
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engineers revealed that the shocks though not serious bruises.
A. G. WHITTIEE,
csul
large consumers, enables energetic
w aves sent out horse, an unusually
Should the
w ere due to Hertzian
gentle one. for success in the oil fields.
A. RISING, Clerk.
CHaS.
salesmen to establish quickly a perfrom the powerful wireless station af some altogether unknown reason be- development here prove satisfactory
manent business of their own yieldA re- came frantic and started to plunge they will build a line of road across
Tower.
the top of the
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. ing a splendid income. Commission
tIle Villlf'' hel'e
ceiving station was established by from side to side. In one of these piling- Mr- R- D- Yoacum
w
is one of the
Lodge No. 259. Holds its advanced.
settlement.
way of a test and a telegraph sapper es the wheel struck another rig and
comMiss
of
this
Principal
oil
promoters
Eckles
was
mesthrown
was able to intercept wireless
regular meeting on the flrnt Goods sold subject to trial. Experience
violently to
He has made frequent visits
Thursday of each month at not essential. Write for particulars
sages dispatched from the Eiffel the ground. No bones fortunately were l,an5'broken and she will soon he around to tnp vall(y lately, and when here
Fireman's hall at 7:30p.m. today, giving references.
Tower and other stations.
JOHN SEXTON &. CO.,
last week, he stated to Sperry and Visiting brothers are invited and wel
of gain. Silver City Independent.
chance the collection
By pure
Lukins of this city that he expected come.
WHOLESALE GROCERS,
wires at
telegraph
to be ready to put them to work on
Lake & Franklin Sts., CHICAGO.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
LIKES THE LAND.
station fills all the necessary
railway
a test well within the next, two weeks.
OUR CREDENTIAL.
on
D. & R. Q.
DAVID GONZALES,
On Monday last the Rayado Coloniconditions of height, distance and posiThe people of the Dayton country
The
Scoundrel
who colleceted PucomEiffel
zation
Tower
the
to
tion
with
Secretary.
in
receive
company,
headquarters
&
T.
D.
A.,
have given the Sperry and Lukins
pil's fees in advance is a costly adverThe incident has caus- Cimarron, sold a tract of land comprismunications.
a
firm considerable tract of land under
F. W. FARMER
tisement for the Santa Fe Business
ed great interest in scientific circles, ing twenty acres, to Mr. Parker from
All men are not alike, for
Homesterd No.
as a wireless post especially erected Florence, Colorado: the price paid lease, and they believe the firm means
College.
business.
The oil company may rewe can refer you to pupils in every
on the top of a school house i:i Paris was $.j0.00 per acre.
2879.
a little more acreage before be
quire
state from the Pacific to here.
has never been able to intercept mesBrotherhood
of
Mr. Parker sold out his interests in
We
ginning the work, but as they propose
have not been East, or North of ColoAmerican Veon-- sages from the tower.
Florence, Colorado and purchased this t0 bogjn wo,.,. h'ef ore
first
it
August
,
.
Meets First Fri- rado, or south of New Mexico. Pro.1
twenty acre tract with the object
day of the month fessor Norton is paid by the English
A good idea of the great expense in view of setting the ground out to ap- - contracls for sufficient lands on" those
at the Fireman'-- Institute, the owners of the copyright,
the nationalization of railroads, so tar l'.,e and other fl uit trees, where some terms.
TEACHERS
Hal!, H. Porem&b to teach
the new
as it has proceeded in France, is ob- ........ u,e nea, uuure ue win mane
We are c01ivinced th:it thp Frisco
l
A. E. P. Robinson. A. B. C. shorthand.
He is tinder containable from an official
report just is home.
company will enter the field here dur- Cor. t,ec. Fred F. tract to remain in Santa Fe this year
The work of improving the land ing the present month if the land
distributed in the Chamber of Depu
out at the least, probably until half
Alarid.
ties.
According to this estimate the will be started at once, so it is learned, owners will use their best efforts to
Mr Parker stated that the
o' ini.-!- ; anway finish all the pupils
deficit on the
Western
lands that end.
reand
Lukins
Sperry
ODD FELLOWS, he enrolls.
There is ample time to
Railroad tor tne current, year is over nere nir excel tnose lanus in Colo- - cently purchased a tract of 120 acres
No. 2, I. O. O. F. become dexterously clever before he
ado used for the same purposes, and of land on which to drill and the land
$1(1,000,000.
On Sale Daily, June 1st
Santa Fe Lodge leaves this state for the next one,
M. Henri Cheron, the author of thewllin are being sold at many times is just east of Dayton and is surround- meets
regularly Texas. Procrastination creeps in, and
to the!more lnan tne Iantl around Cimarron ed by gas and flowing oil wells. Ar- report, attributes this deficit
Until Sept. 30, 1912.
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock the fear they are going to be swindselling at. Cimarron News.
tesia Advocate.
cost of maintaining the line, the
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth- led again: but this is ignorance, nercrease in the number of employes and
ers always welcome.
vousness and an insult to an Englishthe augmentation of wages.
The reIN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
man.
He will refuse to accept anport points out, however, that the ser- POINTERS FOR THE MOTORIST. motorist will not notice that his tire
is flat until he has traveled several
other pupil from one who has his
vice, hitherto deplorable, has been
CHICAGO,
BOSTON,
$85.95 BUFFALO, $69.85
A. M Nason, farming near Canaan, doubts.
Before the TRAVELING ON DEFLATED TIRES miles.
We take weekly payments,
improved.
NEW YORK, $79.35 ST. LOUS,
UNAWARES.
$44.35 ST. PAUL, $50.35
Western Railroad was taken over by
Oftentimes this is far enough to do Me., wss badly cripp'ed with sciatic from
Some
Thomases.
doubting
to
rheumatism
due he says
uric acid suitable person will be
much damage, for when a car is travthe state, the deficit amounted to about
to
appointed
CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
It olien happens, says the Michigan eling on a deflated tire both tube and in his blood.
five million dollars.
"Foley Kidney Pills en- conduct this college, as we never close
Since the nationWITH THE
alization of the line in 1911, the Tire Expert, that motorists travel on envelope are literally chewed between tirely cured me and also removed nu- a branch once organized by Professor
dis- - the rim and the ground.
has expended in dellattd tires for considerable
When the merous black specks that were con- Norton. Let the 7th and Sth grades
0 French government
improvements about 47 million dollars. tances without knowing that such is tire is examined it is found that the tinually before my eyes." Foley Kid- learn shorthand and typewriting durthe case. This is generally due to walls of the envelope are strained and ney Pills are a uric acid so' vent and
ing the vacation, that they may take
His sense of pity moved by the num- the fact that punctures are not always the canvas torn, while the inner tube, are effective for the various forms of teachers
A I
Going via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
talk, pass their examinations
ber of horses that fall down in the followed by sudden deflation, but fre- - if it be repaired and inflated, will show- rheumatism.
Sold
all
by
druggists.
much easier, and be able to accept a
same route, or via A., T. 4 S. F.
a
allow
Mr.
to
thousand
W. Weinbnrgh, fluently
streets of Paris,
the air
almost invisible cuts,
escaiie very
situation when they leave the grades
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIEGO,
who is a member of the Society for slowTy.
SAN FRANCISCO,
or High school. If they don't they are
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
A nail which has entered the tread
N. J. Gorham,
cashier Bank of
apt to drive a wagon, or work in
in New York, has offered to provide ot a tire will not
generally penetrate Woodville, Woodville. Ga.. had a verv
a laundry.
Such failures find their
n1Q0M!INAI3,Nl
an
for horses for the to the inner tube until the wheel has severe
attack of kidney trouble and
For further infcrmatUn
It is the one who knows more
level.
Evgtre Ftx, Gea'l PasI City of Paris. First aid to horses in made a number of revolutions. When the pains
in his
and back
senger Agt. b. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
Paris is in the control of the Society it does pierce the tube the nail re- were terrible. "I kidneys
SUMMER SCHOOL, that earns more.
got a bottle of Foley
See the printed testimonials from
to
for
Protection
of
and
the
Animals,
in
mains
the
N.
so
C.
R.
that the tire
General Manager
M.
H.A.COOMER,
puncture,
R., SANTA FE, N. MS
Pills from our druggist and
those in the West of the U. S. A. tho
this organization Mr. Weinbnrgh made would not be deflated for hours if the Kidney
they entirely relieved me, I have more
MOUNTAINAIR
Professor WTood,
past eight years.
his offer.
The Society was delighted wheel were not in motion.
benefit from them than any other
recently the superintendent of tns
but had to confess that its limited
But with every turn of the wheel medicine." Sold
by all druggists.
High school is now at liberty, and
funds would not permit it to assume the nail as it is brought into contact
CHAUTAUQUA STATE
almost free of his duties from the
the responsibility of maintenance of with the ground moves more or less
HOT AGAIN.
Board of Education. All business sub.
the automobile, which would amount in its hole and allows a small amount
SUNDAY SCHOOL
to about two thousand dollars per of air to escape. It returns to its origjects are taught in the college; Ariththe mercury
metic, Penmanship,
touched
Mr. Weinbnrgh inal position as soon as carried upYesterday,
Spelling, Puncyear.
Thereupon
to contribute ward again. The escape of air is the 87 mark again
volunteered
which is the
tuation, Grammar, English, Spanish,
promptly
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
two hundred dollars yearly for main- hardly noticeable at first, but very highest of the summer.
Shorthand, Blindfolded
This register
Typewriting,
State Epworth League
tenance.
and all other subjects by arrangeHe found two other Am soon because the nail is moved about was at :i:10 p. m. and at 5:20 the therThe West Point ot th Southwest-Rank- ed
ments.
erican friends who would do the same, bo repeatedly, the puncture
by United States War Deenlarges mometer showed CO, the lowest mark
Convention
and is now seeking seven other peo and the escape of air becomes more of the day. Showers
occurred
at
Institupartment as "Distinguished
ple who will contribute a like amount apparent.
This takes considerable night and in the afternoon accom- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
tion." Arm; officers detailed by Wai
AUCiUST
JULY
so that the ambulance for suffering time and in nine cases out of ten thelpanied with thunder.
of the Interior,
Department
Department
horses may be a certainty.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Through Academic course, preparRound
June 10, 191i
ing young men lor college or business
Since Professor Metchnikoff
has
Notice is hereby given that Julian
lift. Great amount ot open air work.
NO
HSS
N.
THAN
STRONGER
ONE
M
SANTA
STOMACH.
been writing on the value of carrots
FE,
Garcia of Kennedy, New Mexico, who,
Healthiest location of any Military
for general health that homely vegeThe celebrated Dr. Abernethy of London was firmly of the opinion that disor'
on June 8, 1907, made homestead en
School In the Union. Located In th
table has found a regular place on ders of the stomach were the most prolific source of human ailments in general. A
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
try, No. 115SS, for lots 7 and 8 and
feeling, emotion and affection reports at the
the menu of home and restaurant in recent medical writer says: "every
south half of southeast quarter, secof the West at an elevation of 3ul
of
is
stomach (through the system
affected accordingly.
nerves) and the stomach
Paris.
It has been remembered that It
tion C, township 13 north, range !'
ia the vital center of the body
He continues, " so we may be
feet above sea level, sunshine every
,"
carrots form part of the daily food aid to live through) the stomach." Me goes on to show that the stomach is
DATES OF SALE
east, New Mexico meridian, has filed
but little rain or snow during tns
day,
at Vichy, and the chefs at the big the vital center of the body. For weak stomachs and the consequent indigestion
'
to make final
notice of intention
season.
to August 2nd, 1912.
hotels are inventing recipes to satisfy or dyspepsia, and the multitude of various diseases which result therefrom, no
to establish claim to the land
.IulyJ9th
proof,
Fourteen Officers and Instructors.
medicine can be better suited as a curative agent than
the taste of the moment.
above described, before the Register
11
RETURN LIMIT
graduates from standard eastern
Cressy soup, as everybody knows, is
Dr.
and Receiver of the U. S. land office,
Golden Medical Discovery.
Ten buildings,
colleges.
but mashed carrots diluted with milk,
throughly
August 5th, 1912, Ten Days.
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 19th
"Several
months
from
ruffered
severe
I
a
ago
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
pain right
and at the fashionable gatherings In
under the breast-tono,- "
day of July, 1912.
writes Mrs. G. M. Mukkkn, of
to aJl respects.
InPleasure, Entertainment,
the Bols de Boulogne restaurants on
Corona, Calif. "Had suffered from it, off and on, for sevClaimant names as witnesses:
eral years. I also sullcrod from heart-burdid not know
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
Friday evenings there is scarcely a
and
struction
Rest.
Noverto S. Torres, of Kennedy, New
what was the matter with me. I tried several medicines
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pres.
table where this soup Is not served.
Mexico.
hut they did mo no good. Finally, I was told it was my
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
to Professor
Carrots,
according
liver. I did not dare to eat as it made me worse. WhenJuan Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
One and One-fif- th
Fare from
ever I swallowed anything it seemed that I would faint it
W .M. ATKINSON,
Metchnikoff, contain a sugar that killB
Secretary,
hurt so. I grew very thin and weak from not eating. Was
All Points in New Mexico to Mexico.
a bacillus that prevents our attaining
and W. A. FINLEY.
Pablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
told to take Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. I took
the age of a hundred; besides this,
For particulars and Illustrated
five bottles of It, and could feel myself getting better from
Mountainair and Return.
Mexico.
could
the
dose.
a
carrots
first
eat
I
little without pain and grew
possess, according to tradition,
address:
"Frutoso Gaiiegos, of Cerrillos, New
y
I am strong and well and can do a big
strong fast.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
the property of conferring a fine comCOL. J4& W. WILLSON.
Mexico.
ease. Can eat everything and havo put on
work
with
day's
plexion on all who persistently eat
flesh wonderfully. I will say to all sufferers writo to Dr.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Kuwrlntanfaat.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
them,
Pierce. lie has my undying gratitude."
Mas. Murkem.
Register.
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j

Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
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EFFECT

sys-jda- y

June 1st to September 30th
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Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
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For information as to rates, reservations,
or write to any
etc., call
Agent or
F. P.
W.
Santa Fe.
Shea,
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BASE BALL GAME
TOMORROW AFTERNOON.

THE HOME OF

What

is the difference
between
prize fight and our meat shop?

a

Santa Fe White Sox Will Meet the
Lamy Grays at the College Grounds.
The Lamy Grays greatly strengthened since their recent defeat at the
hands of the White Sox, will termor-ioafternoon try to get revenge when
they meet again at the college grounds.
The White Sox also have been
strengthened by the addition ot some
fast local players, and the game promises to be one of the fastest played
this year in Santa Fe. W. E. Parsons
ti.e veteran ball player will be in the
box for the White Sox. He has been
practicing every day, and expects to
a 3
his old time form, when
he
lised to be one of the star players At the
prize fight you see rounds of
in Xew Mexico. Griego, the clever
pound, but here you see pounds of
catcher of the St. Michael's college
round!
team will be behind the bat receiving Parson's fast curves.
The game will start promptly at 3 PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
o'clock.
In the morning the White Sox wlU
Short Steak, Flank,
play the fast penitentiary team at the
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
penitentiary grounds. Three weeks
ago the White Sox defeated the prisThat's About
oners by the score of 5 to 4, Parsons
holding them to 5 hits. But tomorrow
The Way They Rank!
the prisoners will try to turn the taThe Mere Mention
bles on the White Sox.

Quality Groceries

Appetizing,

Gratifying
Satisfying
Meals

Always

On

Tap
Here!
A NEW CARLOAD OF

WATERMELONS

F.ANDREWS
Phone 4.

NOTICE.
Proposals will he received by the
City Council of the City of Santa Fe,
Xew Mexico, for the construction of
one bridge on Cerrilos street, and
two Bridges on Galisteo street, niih-ithe city limits of the City of Santa
Fe.
Plans and specifications
are
now on fTe in the office of the City
Bidders will be permitted to
Clerk.
submit plans and specifications
of
their own (subject to the approval
of the City Council) together
with
their bid. All bids will be opened on
the Oth day of August, A. D., 1912, at
S o'clock p. m.
The City Council reserves the right to reject any and all
bids.
CELSO LOPEZ,
'
Attest:
Mayor.
FA C FXDO ORTIZ,
City Clerk.

'July

9, 1912.

j

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., July 13. New N
S Mexico, fair in south portion, lo- N
cal thunder storms in north
tion tonieht or Sunduv.
B. Carries' is up from Hodges today.

Native Antique Hand Made Copper

Kettles for sale at

GOERF.LS.

Sakaman, merchant of Magda-ltna- ,
is here today.
THE SALE OF SALES AT THE
WHiTE HOUSE.
J. H. Smith of Terrel, Texas is a
visitor here today.
Marie C. Ford a tourist of Toledo,
Ohio, is here today.
Ice cream pure and delicious. Served
at our fountain in any way you want it.
Or delivered to your home. Zook's.
William McKean an attorney or
Taos, is in the city.
A program well worth seeing at the
Elks tonight.
A. C. Chandler of Columbus, is in
Santa' Fe on business.
James D. Davidson is in the city
from Albuquerque today.
WANTED Several good experienced waiters, good pay. Apply Palace
'
Hotel.
I
J. E. Saint, who was here yesterday
returned home to
f i om Albuquerque,

Of The Above Choice Cuts
Should Bring

You Here

PERSONAL MENTION

Post-Hast- e

HowGoodThey'li Taste!

Plaza Market Co.
Phone 92.

O. M.

day.
Attorney Francis Wilson returned
last evening from a business trip to
Denver.
Thomas P. Page of Wichita, Kansas, is calling upon the business men
today.
Do your

light cooking by Elect

S C H HJ li il T S ii L li

i

'!

ally.
t
If you will consider tltst tlie rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you wiil not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
a year. It will increase the
hie
li
and accuracy of your watct
Leave your watch with 'u3 tixiiy.

to them, and they have put the beds with us on consignment
until
We
in
are putting the prices below cost
order to move
they are sold.
them, and you benefit by the railroad company's loss. Some of the

Watches
and

beds are in our window while some are on our display floor. There
are eleven beds in all, eight fuii size, in white, vernis martin, and one
In satin brass.

There are three

3-- 4

size, in white and vernis martin

finish.

antaFe Hardware & Supply

"Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."
i
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LADIES' SILK DRESSE
ALL THE FINEST OF LADIES'

DRESSES

$30.00 Suits for $25.00 Green Tug Price
25.00

Wood-Davi-

j

SUITS
n

9f

AA

first-clas-

X

SCI
ii

I

July 8th to 3th

Jtly 8t
MEN'S CLO THING
IT

building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
caping from serious injuries this afJacob Safford was operated upon ternoon when a scafford gave way
this morning for appendicitis by Drs. at the Parochial building now under
He was construction. The men fell about
Knapp, Diaz and Harroun.
in a serious condition but withstood thirty feet but suffered no further inthe shock well and it is believed he jury than being severely bruised.
will recover unless unlooked for comOLD TARS OPPOSE.
plications arise.
j
A show and a good one always at
Philadelphia, July 13. Grizzled sail-- '
the Elks. See it tonight.
THE AMERICAN LADY AND LYRA ors in the United States naval homo
on Gray's ferry road, which the PlayCORSETS JUST RECEIVED IN ALL
grounds Association is seeking to
THE
AT
MODELS
WHITE
NEW
THE
have removed from the Philadelphia
'
HOUSE, SOLE AGENTS.
The grading of the new road to Navy Yard at League island to proFort Marcy heights, from Hillside vide space for a recreation center for
avenue, is progressing rapidly and as southwestern Philadelphia, do not apsoon as the city completes the en- prove of the change,
In the first place, they are endeared
trance Hillside avenue will be in
FOR SALE. Six room, with bath, j shape for travel. It cuts off nearly to their old associations bur. while
modern dwelling.
One half the distance of the old route. It their sentimental reasons for opposing
Large lot.
removal are strong, they have arguand one half block from Plaza.
the avenues ments
is proposed to name
that are stronger, and not at
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD.
who
around the fort after the officers
sentimental. Wbile the occupants
It is of interest to the friends of took part in its construction in 1S4K, all
of the home were in service they were
Mrs. Dudiow that her baby who has Kearny, Doniphan, Emory, Gilmen and
assessed for a fund out of which the
been seriously ill is much better and MacLean.
'expenses of the home are paid. They
able to be out.
Mexico
in
for
New
Sale Agents
now feel as though they are practicalA big laugh is The Honeymooners
"The Famous Cake Box Mixture." We
ly the owners of the place.
See them at the Elks tonight.
have it in four sizes. Zook's Pharmacy.
Since the Playgrounds Association
Baron Von Vongenheim of Sihelkel-- ,
Speaker R. L. Baca, who has been became active in
enlisting supporters
j
a
in
and
Canada
eastern
cities
real
German
din, Germany,
baron,
Chicago.
to its campaign to shift the anchorage
reis in the city for a brief visit. He is since the legislature adjourned,
of the grayhaired tars, the sailors havo
The speaker held
turned home last night.
making a tour of the southwest.
indignation meetings.
LINGERIE DRESSES AT
and
HALF saw both the big conventions
j
NOTICE.
PRICE AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
was also in Washington.
He says
The city marshal has in charge a
W. D. Shea, traveling freight and that he learned many preliminary
passenger agent of the D. & R. G. points by watching the presiding off- black horse without any marks, the
railroad, returned yesterday afternoon! icers of the big conventions and thP.t owner of which is unknown. Owner
from a trip to the San Luis valley,
he had a pleasant trip throughout. In can have same by identifying sanw
The Democrats of precinct IS who Washington, he saw both the Sena- and paying for the advertisement and
stand for good government and pro-- ' tors from New Mexico and was treat- expenses incurred.
gressiveness will hold a meeting al ed excellently by them.
7: SO p. m. Monday evening, July 13,
The management of the Palace hoal the barber shop of Juan Sais.
tel announces that there will be plenIt is a fact, and a matter of pride ty of waiters to attend guests at the
with us that we sell strictly high Palace Sunday dinner tomorrow and
grade candy. We received a fresh as-- j the service and menu will both be
sortment today. Zook's.
first class.. Last Sunday three waiters
John Ervien drove over to the Pecos r,uit and the Eervice was poor.
this morning by buzz wagon. It isj Mrs. Goff, wife of the agent at Lamy
said that there are other attractions; is in the city today.
for John on the Pecos just now, be--,
Budweiser, Fallstaff and Neef Bros.
sides fishing for trout.
bottle beer for saio by Henry iCricU.
See the Pathe Weekly at the Elks 'Phone Red 35.
j
s
It's good.
hardtonight.
iPersons desirng
Severo Naranjo and Clara Naranjo, ware should notice change of ad of
s
Santa Clara Indians of the same name
Hardware Company in
but not re'ated, were married here today's issue.
-There will be special values next
today and left for the Santa Clara
week at Julius H. Gerdes department
reservation.
History Now on Sale B. I Read's; store. Do not fail to read his adverIllustrated History of New Mexico, just tisement and see the window display.
Next week will find a lot of new barfrom press, is now for sale and may
be ordered directly from the author, gains at the great clearing sale of
or through the New Mexican Printing the White House. The satisfied buy
ers all over tlie city speak for themCompany. Price $10.
MEET ME AT THE
WHITE' selves.
H. C. Yontz has received another
HOUSE.
V. W. Hooper, Mrs. W. H.
Hooper; and the last shipment of hand
and etched Korean brass, inand Miss Mabel Hooper of Chatta-- i
tiooga, Tennessee, tourists, are here cluding finger bowls, caudle sticks,
for a few days visit. They saw the and bon bons, etc.
Pan Miguel church and Palace of the
Frank Thompson and a carpenter
Governors today.
named Padilla were fortunate in es
Two big shows at the Elks Sunday
night.
Frank Sturges left this morning
with a camping outfit for the Closson
Mr. Closson
ranch on Cow creek.
and family and Mrs. Sturges will
follow in a few days and the party
will spend a few weeks camping and
fishing.
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and havR. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black 12.
ing all modern conveniences, incluiimg electric light, steam heat and
Down Town Stand i.i Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
baths, in the First National Bank i
,, ami
,M

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Clocks.

.....

m

We arranged with the Railroad Company to sell the beds at
whatever we could get for them, and make claim for the difference

HIGH-GRAD- E

A

.

enamel is scratched off of some of them, and others have a rod bent.
The damage does not affect the service or quality of the beds at all
but we could not sell them as first class goods from our floor.

MEADQUATERs" FOR

HAVE YCUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece cf machinery bid it needs both occasion-

ity, it is safer. People's Electric
Supply Co.
R. H. Sims, receiver of the land office at Las Cruces, is in the city todaj
on business.
TWENTY PER CENT DISCOUNT
IN ALL LOW CUT SHOES AT THE
WHITE HOUSE.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Otero 1tve
moved to Los Lunas where they will
make their future home.
LOST. Between De Vargas street
and Court House, small gold watch,
ladies, and leather fob.
Return to
'
New Mexican. Reward.
W. S. Hopewell who has been here'
in connection with New Mexico Central affairs, has returned to the Duke-City-

j

THE JEWELER.
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We have a shipment of beds which came in damaged and which
we refused to accept from the Railroad Company. These beds are all
slightly damaged, but not enough to hurt them as to service. The
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Special Prices on Many
Other Goods. Come and
look them over.

$30.00 for $22.50 Green Tag Price
25.00 " 18.50 "
"
20.00 " 13 00
"
"
"
18.00 " 11.50
15.00
12.50

44
44

9.50
7.75

"
"

"
"

Special Prices on House Dresses.
Copyright Hail Scbaliaef tc Mux

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

Is Your Chance to Buy.

"
"
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NATHAN SALMON

